View online
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VILLA MASSONIA , PROVENCE

IN THE VINEYARDS OF UZES

FACTS

Ideally located in the middle of rolling vineyards, between Provence
and Languedoc, close to the cities of Avignon, Nimes, Uzès and
Orange. This amazing property not only seduces one with its
comfort, luxury and discreet charm, but also with its rich history and
fantastic regional surroundings.

Prices from: upon request
Sleeps: 14 - 18 Guests
7 bedrooms

Completely restored, the old walls of this 'mas' date back several
centuries and now offer the best of modern luxury in the colorful
tones of Provence. From the raspberry, apricot and lemon coloured
bedrooms, to the illuminated swimming pool, everything is made so
that you wake up with a smile on your face.

Concierge service
Daily Cleaning

SERVICES INCLUDED

DISTANCES

LAYOUT

Airport: Nimes, 45 minutes by car
Town: (Uzes) 20 minutes by car

Villa Surface: 750

PROPERTY FEATURES

Ground floor:
A Chef master kitchen, Boffi design; dining room with an 18
sittings table, in front of a large chimney; A 860 square feet
comfortable "lounge" living room with a stone chimney; Home
Cinema room (a Bang & Olufsen plasma TV, a Home Theater
Projector); A bar in a beautiful volted room with a wine cellar; A
charming Boudoir with WC; laundry room

DVD
TV
Hifi
Telephone
Fax
Wi-Fi and Satellite
Sauna
Pool: , heated
Tennis court
Parking
Cinema (Projector)
Gym with
Air-conditionned in all bedrooms

A hall and library with books in various languages; 6 bedrooms
(Queen size beds) each with its own color (apple green, azure,
lavander, raspberry, apricot, lemon), a bathroom with a shower
and WC; A 645 square feet master bedroom with a King size
bed, SPA, balneotherapy, dressing, terrace and direct access to
the swimming pool; sauna; A pool room, French and American
Chevillote type 280
Outside:
A fully equipped summer kitchen with BBQ, in front of a lawn
with
tables and chairs; A traditional well; A spacious terrace with a
large teck table fitting seating for 18 persons;
swimming pool and a wooden deck with deckchairs, a pergola
style outside living room; a fully equipped kitchen, a bar and a
BBQ; lit clay tennis court; vast sports area; heliport; shaded
parking lot
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